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Loudspeakers-Switchbox AT1643

› Switchbox for piloting up to 8 loudspeakers

› Upgrading all AURITEC audiometers to children audiometry

› Might be integrated to all established audiometers like ear3.0, AT700, Aurical
,Affinity or Unity

› Ergonomic panel with visual protection

› Use with or without masking possible
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technical data

www.auritec.de

Compatible with each PC- Audiometer

Output

Up to 8 Loudspeakers

With or without masking

Package

Switchbox with amplifyer, panel, handbook with CD

Technical conditions

PC audiometer

AURITEC helpf you to make a pediatric
audiometer out of your PC audiometer!

› With our switch box, including amplifyer and the
console you can control up to 8 loudspeakers
with or without masking.

AURITEC is the market leader with children
audiometry in Germany. Our systems have been
being used in schools, by pedaudiologists,
pedacousticians or clinicians for 20 years.

› Noticing that the users are demanding
professional solutions on the basis of their
current installations, we decided to develop a
complete new switch box fitting with every kind
of PC audiometer.

› Additional to our pediatric expertise you can
use our service and experience in insalling
system in any kind of room, depending from the
place you can take into account.

We work together with architects and room
planers an are able to give you an estimation on
the convenient place of the loudspeakers.

› We also can provide you with any kind of VRA
systems, from a dancing bear to the electric
train for better conditionning of your young
patients, depending on their age.

Above all, our systems are all compatible with the
modern and classic speech tests, now available in
different languages.

Please let‘s also talk about the combination of our
audiometers with hearing aid fitting systems,
about new headphones, NOAH and much more!
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